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Dealer Lazydays RV of Elkhart
Phone: 8552073408
Email: import237769@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2024 Grand Design Reflection 150 Series 278BH, Grand Design Reflection 150
Series fifth wheel 278BH highlights: Double-Size Bunks Tri-Fold Sofa U-Shaped
Dinette Outside Kitchen Heated Pass-Through Storage Roof Mounted Solar Panel
? When you enjoy the outdoors as much as the indoors, this fifth wheel offers
convenience and comfort throughout the inside and outside! From some of the
exterior features such as the outside kitchen to make meals while visiting with
other RVers, the spray port to wash off dirty shoes, the rear storage, the All-In-One
docking station , the 20' electric awning and aluminum entry steps for safe entry
to the interior features with a walk-around queen bed in the front private bedroom
and the double-size bunks in the rear with step storage to the 40" LED HDTV in
the main living and kitchen area. The tri-fold sofa and U-shaped dinette offer
extra sleeping space as well, and the cook will love the L-shaped kitchen area
inside with full amenities. ? With any Reflection 150 Series fifth wheel by Grand
Design, there is more available payload capacity and a broader range of half-ton
trucks capable of towing this fifth wheel, and no slider hitch is needed thanks to
the 90-degree turning radius which makes them short bed friendly and easier to
tow.? The mandatory Ultimate Power package provides a "One-Touch" automatic
leveling system and a detachable power cord with LED light for easy setup, plus
motion sensor pass-through lighting and entry lighting, and the Tire Linc TPMS
will help you stay safe on the road.?The interior offers residential luxury from the
cabinetry and premium congoleum flooring, plus the booth dinette to the
residential-style window treatment. Make your refined decision today!?

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21140595
VIN Number: 35289-21140595
Condition: New
Length: 33
Slideouts: 1

Item address Elkhart, Indiana, United States
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